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Chapter 7

Summary and discussion
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Summary and discussion

Pontocerebellar Hypoplasia (PCH) is a group (PCH1-7) of neurodegenerative disorders

with early onset of stunted brain growth with progressive atrophy affecting cerebellum,

pons, olivary nuclei and, to a lesser degree, the cerebral cortex. Clinically, patients from

all subtypes have disturbed motor coordination, progressive microcephaly, mental

retardation and seizures. Life expectancy ranges from neonatal death to death in

adulthood in rare occasions. Most patients die during infancy. Prior to the identification

of genes in PCH, a subdivision of five PCH subtypes was made, PCH1 to PCH5 [1-3] .

PCH1 has been characterised as morphologically similar to spinal muscular atrophy

type 1, but with hypoplasia of cerebellum and variable involvement of pons and

cerebrum. There is hypotonia, due to spinal cord involvement [4] . PCH2 is the most

common subtype of PCH and has been associated with movement disturbances like

chorea and extrapyramidal dyskinesias [5] . PCH3 has been described in three families

only and presents with cerebellar atrophy, short stature, hypotonia and primary optic

atrophy [6] . PCH4 and PCH5 have been characterised with a prenatal onset of

symptoms like polyhydramnios, contractures and severe neonatal clonus.

Neuropathologically, the olivary nuclei are C-shaped and the ventral pons and

cerebellum are more severely affected than in the other subtypes [7] . Since 2007 two

more subtypes were added, meaning that the term PCH now denotes a group of seven

disorders with hypoplasia of pons and cerebellum. In 2007, PCH6 has been described as

a disorder with severe encephalopathy with mild respiratory chain abnormalities and

elevated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) lactate, moreover the first PCH associated gene was

identified. PCH6 is caused by mutations in the nuclear encoded mitochondrial arginyl-

tRNA synthetase gene (RARS2) [8] . PCH7 has recently been described in one case with

PCH and additional genital abnormalities [9] .

In 2008, we identified the molecular basis of PCH2 by linkage analysis in a large

family with PCH2. This family was part of a genetic Dutch isolate in which PCH was

previously described [5] . All 10 affected family members were homozygous carriers of

the c.919G>T (p.A307S) mutation in the tRNA splicing endonuclease subunit 54 gene

(TSEN54) . TSEN54 mutations were also found in 37 of the other PCH2 cases. Analysis

of the other tRNA splicing endonuclease subunit genes in the remaining PCH2 cases

(without TSEN54 mutations) revealed missense mutations in TSEN2 and TSEN34.

This strongly suggested that TSENmutations are responsible for PCH2.

Analysis of PCH1 and PCH4 cases revealed that TSEN54 mutations were also found

in PCH4 cases. These mutations were more severe than the mutations seen in PCH2;

two PCH4 cases were compound heterozygous for a nonsense mutation plus a missense

mutation and one PCH4 case carried three missense mutations in TSEN54.

Neuropathological comparison of PCH2 and PCH4 showed that in PCH4 cerebellar

folia are virtually absent, whereas the PCH2 cerebellum only showed diminished folia.
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The truncating mutations seen in PCH4 in combination with a more severe phenotype

of perinatal complications like polyhydramnios and contractures imply that loss of

TSEN function is most likely the underlying disease mechanism in PCH2 and PCH4.

High expression of TSEN54 was noted in neurons of pons, cerebellar dentate nucleus

and olivary nuclei during the second trimester of the pregnancy.

The tRNA splicing endonuclease complex is involved in splicing of intron-containing

tRNAs. Only a small minority (6%) of tRNAs requires intron removal by the

endonuclease. Another function of the TSEN complex is thought to involve mRNA

3’end processing, as in vitro knockdown of TSEN2 resulted in an accumulation of

3’ends in two different transcripts [10] .

Northern blot analysis of tRNA-Tyr in fibroblast samples of PCH2 cases with a

TSEN54 mutation, failed to show a defect in maturation, suggesting that under the

conditions of in vitro culture of fibroblasts the TSEN54 mutations did not abolish

tRNA maturation. A complete block in tRNA-Tyr maturation was not expected since a

completely non-functional TSEN complex is not likely to be compatible with life.

RARS2, mutated in PCH6, is also involved in tRNA processing. RARS2 is involved

in charging arginine (Arg) to its mitochondrial (mt) -tRNA-Arg. In RARS2 mutated

fibroblasts, a reduction in the amount of the mt-tRNA-Arg was observed. Nevertheless

the residual mt-tRNA-Arg transcript was almost completely charged, suggesting that

uncharged mt-tRNA-Arg is unstable [8] .

Following the identification of genes in PCH2, PCH4 and PCH6 an extensive

genotype-phenotype study has been performed in all cases (169 patients) that were

referred to our laboratory for PCH diagnostics in order to capture the complete

spectrum of the disease. In these cases we screened the TSEN genes (TSEN54, 2, 34,

15) , the RARS2 gene and the Vaccinia Related Kinase 1 gene (VRK1) , the latter

associated with an atypical presentation of PCH1 [8,11] . Analysis of patients for which

clinical information and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) were available, confirmed

that the common TSEN54 mutation was associated with extrapyramidal dyskinesias

and/or spasticity and progressive microcephaly, as was previously described as PCH2

[1] . Moreover the c.919G>T (p.A307S) mutation was associated with flat dragonfly-like

cerebellar hemispheres. Cases with more severe mutations in TSEN54 (nonsense or

splice site) in combination with a missense mutation have a PCH4 phenotype. Analysis

of this large cohort allowed us to conclude that in the PCH4 cases more supratentorial

involvement was present; a severe delay in the maturation of neocortex was found in

combination with craniocerebral dysproportion presumably due to prenatal onset of

diminished brain growth. In a minority of the PCH cases mutations were found in

RARS2 and TSEN2. In a large group of 63 cases no mutations were found, however

only in 13 of them sufficient clinical information was available to state that these cases

fulfill our criteria for PCH, thus, mutations in other genes or in non-coding regions of
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TSEN genes could underlie PCH in these patients.

Identification of the genes for PCH2 and PCH4 allowed us to screen PCH5 too. In

2006, PCH5 was described in a single family as a separate PCH subtype with intra-

uterine seizures and marked degeneration of the cerebellar vermis as distinguishing

features. However after closer examination of our large series of PCH4 patients, we

noted that some PCH4 cases also had severe vermal involvement and the neonatal

clonus was similar to the seizure-like activity observed in PCH5. Genetic analysis of this

PCH5 family showed that the mutational spectrum was similar to PCH4. The proband

of the PCH5 family was compound heterozygous for a splice site mutation and the

common mutation in TSEN54. Thus PCH5 and PCH4 are identical disorders.

In order to study the disease mechanism leading to PCH we developed a zebrafish

model for PCH. Zebrafish embryos 24 hours post fertilization showed strong tsen54

expression in brain, mostly in telencephalon and mid-hindbrain, comparable with high

expression of TSEN54 in telencephalon and metencephalon in an 8 week old human

embryo. Downregulation of either tsen54 or rars2 with antisense oligonucleotides

resulted in brain hypoplasia with loss of structural definition of the mid-hindbrain

boundary and increased cell death. This phenotype could be partially rescued by co-

injecting human TSEN54 and RARS2 mRNA respectively. Analysis of the expression of

specific neurodevelopmental markers including fibroblast growth factor (fgf8) and

orthodenticle homeobox 2 (otx2) revealed that the brain structures had developed

normally in the morphant embyros. In addition, increased cell death was observed

within the brains of the tsen54 and rars2 morphants. Taken together, these data agree

with the suggestion that PCH is a neurodegenerative disease rather than a

developmental migration disorder. Germline knockout fish were isolated from a N-

methyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutant zebrafish library. Zebrafish homozygous for a

tsen54 premature stop-codon mutation did not show overt defects in brain development

but die 9 days post fertilization, confirming that TSEN54 is essential for survival. We

assume that stable tsen54 knockout fish survive the first week on maternal TSEN54

mRNA and/or tRNAs derived from the oocyte.

The TSEN complex is not only involved in tRNA splicing, it has also been

implicated in mRNA 3’end formation [10] . Therefore either impaired tRNA splicing or

impaired mRNA 3’end formation could be responsible for PCH, or both. To distinguish

between these possibilities we analysed the tRNA splicing activity of PCH2 fibroblasts

in an in vitro assay. Nuclear extracts of PCH2 and PCH4 cases showed reduced tRNA

processing. PCH4 extracts showed less activity than PCH2 extracts, which is in line

with the mutations in these disorders; missense mutations and nonsense versus

homozygous missense mutations. No evidence was found for impaired mRNA 3’end

formation in PCH, in vitro and in vivo.

In summary, we have shown that mutations in TSEN54, TSEN2 and TSEN34 can
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result in PCH2, PCH4 and PCH5. We also show that loss of TSEN54 function is

responsible for a phenotype of neurodegeneration, probably due to reduced tRNA

splicing metabolism.

Implications

In this thesis we tried to identify genes responsible for PCH and to understand the

pathogenesis of the disease. Identification of genes involved in PCH provided new

insight into the clinical spectrum of the disease which resulted in some discussion about

the nomenclature of the PCH subtypes. Should we adhere to the clinical classification

or move to a genetic classification? There is a certain variation in the clinical spectrum

of PCH caused by the same mutation, but the differences are not that large.

PCH classification and nomenclature

The identification of genes in PCH showed that there was considerable overlap of the

clinical phenotype with the genetic classification. RARS2 mutations have been found in

PCH1 and PCH6, but are still very rare compared to TSEN mutations. Patients with

RARS2 mutations have elevated CSF lactate levels and mild mitochondrial chain

abnormalities, accompanied with the PCH phenotype. Almost all PCH2 cases with

identified mutations have TSEN54 mutations [7,12] . PCH4 and PCH5 are also caused

by TSEN54 mutations [7,13] . In one PCH1 family TSEN54 mutations were identified

too [14] . Mutations in two other tRNA splicing endonuclease subunit genes (TSEN2

and TSEN34) were found to be responsible for PCH2 in rare occasions [12] . Therefore

we propose a new classification for disorders caused by TSEN mutations; the

TSENopathies. Valayannopoulus et al. show that CASK mutations can give a cerebellar

dragonfly-like phenotype similar to the dragonfly-phenotype observed in TSEN54

mutated patients [15] . However, CASK mutations can lead to a spectrum of disorders,

ranging from FG syndrome with relative macrocephaly and behavioural disturbances to

an X-linked disorder with microcephaly and hypoplasia of pons and cerebellum [16,17] .

This shows that the presence of cerebellar hypoplasia (with or without pontine

involvement) is not exclusive for the diagnosis PCH. It is important to keep in mind

that hypoplasia of pons and cerebellum can be a symptom of several genetic and non-

genetic disorders. It seems that we are moving into a new era of PCH classification, in

which the current non-genetic classification does not necessarily fit as neatly. Indeed, as

it is likely that more mutations will be identified in TSEN54, TSEN2, TSEN34, RARS2

or CASK, the appearance of several different clinical presentations will add further

complexity to the categorization on a non-genetic basis. Furthermore the genetic basis

in PCH3, PCH7 and the majority of the PCH1 cases has not been discovered yet.

Hopefully genes responsible for these subtypes will be found soon, adding to the fast

growing list of genes responsible for various types of disorders with hypoplasia of pons

and cerebellum. With careful clinical practice, meticulous neurological and radiological
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examination and testing of candidate genes it will be hopefully possible to make a

molecular diagnosis in most cases with pontocerebellar hypoplasia.

Pathomechanism

It is not yet clear how mutations in the TSEN and RARS2 genes lead to a specific

neurodegenerative disorder. It is tempting to point in the direction of impaired protein

synthesis and impaired tRNA processing in PCH. Even though protein synthesis is the

one thing that the TSEN complex and RARS2 have in common and although tRNA

splicing (necessary for translation) is reduced in PCH, it does not explain everything.

There are several different diseases known with mutations in protein synthesis genes,

leading to other diseases than PCH. For example the white matter disease

leukoencephalopathy with brain stem and spinal cord involvement and lactate elevation

(LBSL) is caused by mutations in the mitochondrial aspartyl-tRNA synthetase

(DARS2) [18] . Not all disorders with tRNA synthetase mutations have a neuronal

phenotype as mutations in the mitochondrial seryl-tRNA synthetase gene (SARS2)

result in a non-neurological multisystem disease with Hyperuricemia, Pulmonary

Hypertension, Renal Failure and Alkalosis (HUPRA-syndrome) [19] . This suggests that

tRNA synthetases can also have alternative functions [20] .

Even if impaired protein synthesis is indeed the reason why patients develop PCH,

it is not understood how and why the brain is specifically affected. Electron Microscopy

of a biopsy taken from the cortex of a PCH2 case at the age of 16 months (homozygous

for the common mutation in TSEN54) showed highly dense (opaque) Endoplasmic

Reticulum (ER) and studded ribosomes accumulating at the ER membrane.

Mitochondria and Golgi-complex showed normal morphology [5] . Perhaps the impaired

supply of mature tRNAs will lead to an accumulation of ribosomes at mRNA

transcripts. As a disease mechanism for TSENmediated PCH we propose that impaired

tRNA splicing potentially leads to impaired tRNA formation which could delay protein

synthesis significantly, specifically in those cases in which there is a high demand.

Future directions

The big question is why only the brain is affected by tRNA splicing endonuclease

mutations. Defects in protein synthesis in cases in which there is a high demand, is a

likely explanation. However we cannot exclude that there is a brain specific alternative

function for the TSEN complex. The TSEN complex might be involved in splicing or

cleavage of other (brain-specific) RNA species. High-throughput sequencing of RNA

isolated by crosslinking immunoprecipitation (HITS-CLIP) might identify novel RNA

species processed by the TSEN complex [21] . To distinguish between these options one

should study tRNA splicing in neuronal tissue. Zebrafish neurons homozygous for

tsen54 mutations are suitable or induced pluripotent stem cell (iPS) technology might

be a good tool to convert patient fibroblasts to neuronal cells.
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If reduced tRNA splicing is indeed the limiting factor, it should be possible to

rescue the lethality associated with the homozygous p.R228X tsen54 mutant zebrafish

by the expression of a transgene containing mature tRNA genes which do not require

intronic splicing [22,23] . If it is possible to promote survival in these fish using this

approach, it is very likely that impaired tRNA splicing is indeed disease causing in

PCH.

Even then it is not understood how impaired tRNA splicing leads to

neurodegeneration. Metabolic labelling experiments should provide more insight into

the amount of protein synthesis and amino acid turnover in the brain. Maybe higher

protein metabolism is required in developing brain tissue. Once we have a greater

understanding for the cause of PCH, a search for intervention mechanisms in PCH can

be started.
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